
SMART SOURCE HEALTHCARE’S
Hyper-Automation Platform

This is a proven technology that patients are used to interacting with already. Like Siri or
Alexa, our BOTS can multi-task and move data as desired. They can talk and text patients
according to your rules and perform routine tasks as well as retrieving and depositing
information with insurance companies, pharmacies and Electronic Medical Records.

For more information contact:

Barb McLaughlin
Vice President of Healthcare Division
617-519-9140
bmclaughlin@smartsourcellc.com
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Hyper-Automation allows "Digital Employees" to perform operational tasks faster, and without
error, so staff and healthcare professionals can FOCUS ON PATIENT CARE.

What Can a BOT do?
• Phone your patient
• Monitor remote patient devices
• Refill medications
• Schedule visits: telemedicine and in person
• Confirm, cancel and reschedule appointments
• Triage patients quickly
• Connect patient to nurse or doctor immediately
• Send EMTs to a patient’s residence
• Advise patient of wellness visit needed
• Conduct surveys of patients and staff
• Retrieve and post information to EMR
• Complete pre-visit documentation with patient
• Outbound and inbound calls and chats

accessible in real time
….and much much more!
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How long is the 
wait in your ED?

Not too long, about
25 minutes to see
a doctor.
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Conversational AI and Robotic
Process Automation (RPA)

Let conversational AI be 
YOUR virtual assistant

Ten out of 16, non-doctor workers are administrative and
management staff, receptionists and information clerks
and office clerks.

A study of administrative costs in California found that ad-
ministrative costs represented one-quarter of physician
revenue and one-fifth of hospital revenue, and BIR costs
accounted for roughly HALF of administrative expendi-
tures for physician and hospital services covered by pri-
vate insurance.
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Today, for every
doctor, only 8 of the
16 non-doctor workers
have clinical roles,
including registered
nurses, allied health
professionals, aides,
care coordinators and
medical assistants.

Why is this important?


